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Relevancy of article from exam point of view  

Mains  

Infrastructure, environment and ecology part of GS Paper 3, governance part of GS paper 2  

Prelims  

Government schemes and initiatives, related current affairs news for GS paper 1  

Key points from the article  

 In order to shore up urban infrastructure under Green Mobility Initiative, cabinet approved to add 

10,000 e-buses to city bus service across country by the name PM e-bus sewa scheme. 

 The scheme is to implemented in two phases. First, for 169 cities 10,000 e-buses will be deployed 

using PPP model and depot infra will be developed or upgraded to support new e-buses including 

creating behind the metre power infra such as substations. Secondly, in 181 other cities initiative will 

focus on bus priority, infra, multimodal interchanges facilities, automated fare collection system and 

charging infra.  

Basics to be covered with article  

Green mobility infra, smart city mission, problem of pollution in Indian cities, role of infra for socio-economic 

development. 
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Importance of article from exam point of view  

Prelims 

Govt. schemes and current affairs for general studies paper  

Mains  

Self Help Group, Financial inclusion, Employment topics of GS Paper 2 and 3  

key points from the article 

 PM Modi during his Independence Day speech announced Vishwakarma scheme for traditional 

craftspeople and artisans. The cabinet committee on economic affairs approved on PM 

VISHWAKARMA SCHEME on Aug. 16 with outlay of 13000 crore for the period of 2023-24 to 2027-28. 

 Under the scheme 18 traditional trades will be covered and artisans and craftspeople will get PM 

Vishwakarma certificate and ID card, credit support up to 1 lakh rupee in first tranche and 2 lakh 

rupee in second tranche at a concessional interest rate of 5%.  

 The scheme aims to strengthen and nurture Guru-shishya prampara or the family-based practice of 

traditional skills by artisans and craftspeople working with their hands and tools, which will further 

improve quality and reach of service and product and integrate them with global value chains.  

 There will also two types of skilling programme- basic and advanced, around 30 lakh families will be 

covered over five years of the scheme.  

Basic to be covered with article  

Financial inclusion, self help groups, key points of PM’s Independence Day speech 

 

 
 
Importance of article for exam point of view  

Prelims 

General studies paper 1  

Mains  

Indian society, Governance and social justice topic of GS paper 2 and 3  

Key points  

 Supreme court to hear petition challenging Patna HC verdict upholding the Bihar govt’s ongoing caste 

based census.  

 In order to gather detailed socio-economic condition and create better govt policies for disadvantages 

groups the state gov launched two-phase caste survey in Bihar. The first phase involves house listing 

exercise and second phase, data related to castes, sub-castes and religions of all people is to be 

collected. 

 The census conducted at the beginning of every decade do not record any caste data other than for 

those listed as scheduled castes, there is no proper estimate for the population of OBCs and groups 

within OBCs. 
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 Responding to a writ petition, centre said excluding any castes other than the SCs and STs was a 

conscious policy decision adopted since the 1951 census, and that there was a policy of official 

discouragement of caste.  

 In 1992, with the SC ruling in Indra Sawhney and other Vs Union of India 1992 that caste was and 

acceptable indicator of backwardness, the recommendations of Mandal Commission were finally 

implemented.  

 The petitions in the SC contend that the state’s order notifying the survey is unconstitutional since 

only the centre is exclusively authorised to conduct a census under the constitution and state govt 

does not have any independent power to appoint DMs and local authorities for collating data, without 

a notification under section 3 of the census act, 1948. However, HC observed that the state is 

competent to frame policy for better administration.  

 

Basics to be covered with article  

Census, social justice, Indra Sawhney vs Union of India case, Mandal commission. 

  

 
 

Importance of article from exam point of view  
Prelims 

Environment and ecology for General studies paper   

Mains  

Geography, biodiversity environment and ecology of GS Paper 1 and 3  

Key points of article  

 During the covid lockdown the MoEFCC established a integrated regional offices by merging offices of 

Forest Survey of India, National Tiger Conservation Authority, Wildlife Crime Control Bureau and 

Central Zoo Authority and thus bringing them under ministry, but in June ministry issued a notification 

quietly taking back its decision. 

 The decision criticezed for making environment organisatins toothless, govt justified its decision of 

merger on the ground of ease of doung business. Then the plan of merger dropped on the ground 

owing to technical and administrative difficulties in merging the institutions.  

Basics to be covered with article  
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Various bodies their structure and functioning NTCA, FSI, WCCB and CZA. Project Tiger, Project Elephant, 

biodiversity.   

 
 

Importance of article for exam  

Prelims  

Govt policies, laws, current affairs for general studies paper 1  

Mains  

Governance and polity of GS paper 2  

Key points of article  

 The recent introduction of bills transforming India’s criminal laws have potential to shape 

future criminal law, the issues of sustainability, efficacy, adherence to the rule of law and 

justice deliver capacity are paramount.  

 In Alan Norrie’s words principles of criminal law are “ a site of struggle and contradiction” , 

the disparities between polarised public opinion must be balanced with states perspective.  

 The bill exhibits moderative modifications fostering gender inclusivity and replacement of 

anachronistic terms such as unsoundness of mind with mental illness.  

 The pivotal concern lies in ascertaining whether the fundamental tenets of criminal 

jurisprudence have been upheld throughout the process. The amended law must strike a 

balance between state security imperatives and individual freedoms. 

 The efficiency of reforms hinges on their capacity to effectively curtail potential misuse by 

functionaries. 

 The principle of criminalisation in crating new offences is equally pertinent and there is a 

need to study the principled basis of the harm or the moral/legal offence caused by such 

criminalised conduct.  

 The principles of equality and equitability becomes essential checks on reforms as criminal 

laws are generally detested for their failure to discharge their function as protective tools for 

subjects. 

 The upcoming bill face a pivotal challenge in bridging gap between rhetoric and reality and 

potency of reform hinges on criminal justice systems capacity to be implemented effectively.   


